Abstract-This paper presents an approach to quantify the energy saving potential with regard to travel time of industrial robot motions. In order to minimize the influence of the exemplary considered trajectories and, thus, provide general results, the evaluation is done on a large set of automatically generated point-to-point motions on a KUKA KR 210 serial robot. For this purpose, an energy model specifically tailored to industrial robots is introduced, along with an algorithm for automatic generation of appropriate evaluation trajectories. It is shown that the power consumption model requires an accurate inverse dynamics and friction model, while simplified models of motors and invertes yield sufficient results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sales of industrial robots reached an all time high of 248,000 units sold in 2015 worldwide, increasing by about 12 % compared to the previous year [1] . In the future, ongoing significant growth is expected. A rising degree of automation leads to an increase of overall energy consumption. At the same time, manufacturers aim to reduce production costs to stay competitive in the dynamic global market and sustainability becomes more and more a matter of interest regarding the companies' image and the requirement to meet legal regulations. Due to these developments, the reduction of energy consumption becomes evermore relevant. In the past, several hardware-based energy efficiency approaches have been developed, e. g. the reduction of moved masses by lightweight design [2] or the development and application of high efficient drive components [3] . Further, recent research presented methods to reduce the energy consumption by optimizing the utilized path planning algorithms [4] - [11] . These software-based optimizations can be applied without any additional hardware cost and without (or with minor) production downtime, which makes them highly viable.
In order to optimize the path planning for a given application, the process needs to provide certain degrees of freedom by allowing a modification of the travel time and/or a change of the geometrical path. Mostly, this is possible for pointto-point (PTP) motions. Tasks with a predefined Cartesian trajectory, such as line welding or adhesive bonding, usually require a specific path velocity. Hence, they provide neither of the aforementioned requested degrees of freedom.
One possible optimization approach aims at finding the energy-optimal travel time for a given trajectory without altering the geometrical path [4] , [5] . If the considered motion is not time-critical for the whole process, travel time can be exceeded without affecting the overall cycle time. A longer travel time causes a reduction of dynamic losses on the one side, but an increase of gravitational losses on the other side. Hence, it is assumed that an energy-optimal travel time can be found leading to minimal (cumulated) losses. However, the above mentioned publications [4] - [11] focus on case studies with a small number of evaluation trajectories. In consequence, this paper aims to provide general information on the relationship of travel time and power consumption for industrial robots. To achieve this, a set of 1000 automatically generated PTP tasks is applied to a KUKA KR 210 industrial robot. For evaluation purposes, a model of the system's overall energy consumption that correctly depicts the energy consumption in different operating points (i. e. different velocities, torques, accelerations, and, consequently, different travel times) is introduced. The proposed modelling approach including validation measurements is presented in section II. The trajectory generation algorithm is explained in section III. Several simulation results are given and discussed in section IV. The paper closes with a conclusion in section V.
II. MODEL OF SYSTEM ENERGY
Comprehensive energy demand modelling approaches for mechatronic systems have been presented in existing publications, e. g. [12] , [13] . However, the proposed model is specifically designed for industrial robots, which enables significant model complexity reductions while maintaining high accuracy. This leads to advantages in feasibility, computation time, and system identification effort. Assuming that the parameters of the inverse dynamics model are known, the presented power 
A. Operating Phases
The power consumption during the different operating phases can be explained by consideration of a simplified electrical substitute circuit diagram (Fig. 2) . During the MO-TION phase, the power consumption depends on the robot's mechanical power demand P mech,i that is induced by the given motion. A detailed description of the modelling approach on this particular term can be found in section II-B. The sum of mechanical powers is represented by an auxiliary variable P DC that characterizes the power flow within the DC bus. Since most state-of-the-art robot controls are not able to recuperate, excess power P R is dissipated through a brake resistor. All further DC bus losses are summarized as a constant loss power P ,DC . Constant losses on the grid side are split into two groups: the power P brk is required to keep the brakes lifted while P ,grid summarizes the constant losses of all peripheral components (e. g. controller, cooling fans, IO modules, sensors, etc.).
During the IDLE phase, all the components on a 600 V level are inactive and the holding brakes are applied. Hence, the measurable power P idle equals P ,grid . In the HOLD phase, the power demand is induced by the constant losses on the grid side, on the DC side, and by the brake lifting power:
The power consumption at static holding is not considered separately. It is instead included in the constant DC losses P ,DC . The dependency on the robot configuration is neglected: measurements have shown a maximum deviation of P hold of approx. 5 % for the KUKA KR 210 in the most extreme poses (see section II-C for test bed description). However, with regard to the robot's peak power of approx. 20 kW (see Fig.  4 ), deviation is less than 0.01 %.
Industrial robots usually feature backlash free gears with high friction. Hence, the mechanical losses clearly exceed the electrical ones and the proposed simplifications only have a minor impact on the grid power consumption (see also section II-C). The main advantage of this approach is the significant reduction of required parameters which enables the model for application on an industrial level.
B. Motion-dependent Power Consumption
This section focuses on the calculation of the motiondependent power consumption. Assuming that a trajectory of an industrial robot is predefined, the calculation of the system power demand starts with determining the motor torques τ(t).
In general, the model of inverse dynamics is given by
where q,q,q are time-dependent joint angles, velocities, and accelerations given by the trajectory planning algorithm. The term u G,i represents the gear factor of joint i while the vector τ contains the respective motor torques τ i . M contains moments of inertia, c Coriolis effects, and g gravitational effects. h summarizes non-linear effects which in our regarded case is merely friction. In [14] , a commonly used friction model including Coulomb friction and viscous damping (coefficients f c,i and f v,i , respectively) is presented. It is applied to this model, expressing friction torque τ f,i of joint i as
where ω i is the angular motor velocity of motor i which can be determined as
Most robotic manufacturers utilize a model of the inverse dynamics within the robot control system for implementation of feed forward control. Thus, it can be assumed that the system friction parameters are known. If not, they can be obtained using established identification methods [15] , [16] . Equations 2 and 4 are used to obtain the mechanical power P mech,i (t) of each motor i:
The The total DC bus power P DC is obtained by summing up the mechanical power of the n individual motors:
For state-of-the-art industrial robots, the DC bus features a capacitor that is usually dimensioned to smoothen the rectified voltage, not to buffer excess energy in generator operation phases. Hence, the capacity is neglected. However, it can be implemented according to [7] if desired. Further, the rectifiers in industrial robot cabinets are usually not able to recuperate. Hence, negative values of P DC need to be partly corrected. The excess power in generator operating phases can cover the constant losses within the DC bus, but the grid side losses will remain. The remaining power consumption is marked as P gen in Fig. 1 . This behaviour is considered as follows:
P grid (t) = P DC (t) + P ,DC + P ,grid + P brk , P R (t) = 0, P DC (t) + P ,DC < 0 :
where P R (t) is the power dissipated via the brake resistor. The time integral of the grid power demand over trajectory time (from t start to t end )
equals the grid energy demand of the system of a given trajectory.
C. Validation
The model is applied to and parameterized for a KUKA KR 210 with a maximum payload of 210 kg (actual permitted payload might be lower depending on the location of tool's center of mass). The robot is chosen because of the high market share of serial robots and a payload that is commonly used in automotive production. The test setup is shown in Fig.  3 . The grid power is measured using a Yokogawa WT 3000 The measured as well as the simulated power demand of the robot is shown in Fig. 4 . The validation trajectory consists of five PTP motions, separated by one-second pauses. The resulting grid energy demand is slightly overestimated by the simulation by +5.3 %. The measurement is performed again with a different travel time. The travel time can be directly altered by utilizing the Override (OR) function that most robot controls provide. The OR affects the travel time T as follows:
where T min represents the minimal travel time achieved at maximum speed (OR 100). The measurement results are shown in Fig. 5 . The deviation is comparable with an overestimation of +4.9 % by the simulation. Further measurements with varying trajectories and travel times delivered comparable results with an error within approx. ± 5 %. The validation results show that the model with the proposed complexity reductions, in contrast to existing complex models in current research, adequately depicts the real system's grid power and energy demand.
While different simplifications have been introduced for the modelling of the electrical part of the drive system, it is important to reach a high accuracy for the mechanical power model. Although there is a significant dependency between robot temperature and its power demand, previous works often neglect this. While [4] , [17] consider the robot temperature, only the temperature dependencies of motor resistors are taken into account. Figure 6 demonstrates the impact of robot (i. e. motor) temperature on its mechanical power demand. The values are based on the traced values at a KR 210 using its internal sensors. While the motor temperature ϑ i does not equal the gear temperature, it sufficiently displays the robot's thermal state. The measured grid energy demand of the same motion at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 7 . An enhanced modelling approach with temperature-dependent friction parameters will be presented in future works. In this paper, friction parameters were identified for motor temperatures of 60 • C. Unless stated otherwise, all presented measurements and results refer to this operating point.
III. GENERATION OF EVALUATION TRAJECTORIES
This chapter presents the algorithm to automatically generate an arbitrary number of different plausible PTP tasks. The aim is to generate a set of trajectories that fulfills the following criteria:
• The entire accessible workspace should be utilized, • the trajectories should feature motions for a varying number of involved joints, • motions shorter than an adjustable threshold should be excluded from the evaluation. For clarification, it is necessary to distinguish between trajectory (or motion) and task. While the trajectory provides the time-dependent set values for position, velocity, and acceleration, the task is defined by just the start and end configuration. Hence, the presented algorithm automatically generates PTP tasks, but the trajectory planning is done by the embedded robot motion controller. Due to this partition, it is ensured that the examinations feature state-of-the-art trajectory planning algorithms which are essential for providing meaningful results.
The tasks are generated as follows. First, based on the minimum and maximum joint angles, a vector with n eq equidistant positions is generated. These values represent possible start and/or end positions of the considered joint. The tasks can be generated by randomly picking two of the generated configurations. It is allowed for each joint that the start position equals the end position (at least one joint has to move). An additional threshold ∆q min guarantees that at least one joint executes a motion of a predefined minimal distance. As stated above, the corresponding trajectories are generated using the robot motion controller (in this case a KUKA KR C4). This leads to a set of trajectories that fulfills the aforementioned criteria. Note that self-collisions are innately avoided by design and joint angle boundaries of the regarded robots. Positions with a height lower than zero are considered as valid to take account for robots mounted on a pedestal.
IV. EVALUATION
The model presented in section II is used to evaluate a set of 1000 PTP tasks, generated according to section III. The aim is to provide general and reliable results for the relation between travel time and power consumption of industrial robots. The evaluation procedure is first explained in detail for a single PTP task in section IV-A. Afterwards, the results for the whole set of trajectories are presented in section IV-B.
A. Single Task Evaluation
First, we examine the energy consumption of a single PTP task while gradually reducing the OR. The scaling is done by interpolating the given joint space trajectories with a new time vector so that the geometrical path remains unchanged. In order to correctly compare the energy consumption at different travel times, it is necessary to equalize the integration time within a set of geometrically identical PTP motions (identical tasks). The faster motions are augmented by HOLD and IDLE phases as described in section II-A, depending on the standstill duration in the HOLD phase and the brake application time t brk .
The results for the first PTP task are shown in Fig. 8a . The graphic depicts the overall energy consumption E grid for the same task at varying ORs (from OR 20 to OR 100) with a step size of five. As stated before, the OR is inversely porportional to the travel time, e. g. OR 20 induces a multiplication of travel time by five.
Due to the high default value for t brk of 20 s, the IDLE phase is never reached in the considered scenarios. It can be observed that the energy consumption for the motion decreases with increasing travel time up to a certain point (in this case around OR 50) and then increases again. However, after adjusting the measuring periods by taking the waiting phases into account, the slowest motion is the most efficient one in this case.
The evaluation of the same scenario but with a theoretically ideal brake application time of t brk = 0 s is shown in Fig. 8b . The standstill losses can be reduced and the energetic optimum shifts to approx. OR 50. It is important to note that a reduction of t brk might shorten the machine's life span and should be carefully evaluated for the given process beforehand [18] .
B. A Set Of 1000 PTP Tasks
The evaluation from the previous section is performed for a set of tasks that is generated according to section III with n eq = 5 and ∆q min = 50 • . The grid energy consumption is normalized to the consumption at OR 100. Hence, the relative savings can be compared across different tasks. The simulation results for a KR 210 with the default t brk = 20 s are visualized as a box plot in Fig. 9a Further evaluations show that the energy consumption always decreases with a reduction of the OR. The energy-optimal OR is the minimal value (here OR 20) in all regarded cases. For the idealized brake application time t brk = 0 s, the results become less monotonous. The corresponding box plot is shown in Fig. 9b . It can be seen that an increase of travel time up to approx. 200 % (equals OR 50) still leads to energy savings in most cases. Since constant losses are higher during motion than in standstill, slower motions can feature even higher energy consumptions than the initial one at OR 100. The upper outliers are a result from motions with low mechanical power demands (e. g. wrist-only motions) where the brakes' share on the overall energy consumption is comparatively high. Energy-optimal ORs for this scenario can be found in Fig. 10a of the cases. The resulting maximum savings at t brk = 20 s can be read directly from the most left box in 9a, with the median being at 72 % (or 28 % savings). At t brk = 0 s, savings at optimal OR are depicted in Fig. 10b . The evaluation results can be summarized as follows:
• The energy saving potential resulting from increase of travel time is highly dependent on the peripheral circumstances, such as constant consumer losses and/or brake control.
• For systems with high brake application times (current industrial standard), the slowest motion is the most efficient one in all regarded cases. • An energy-efficient brake control system reduces the saving potential from the reduction of travel time. However, efficient brake control is always desirable and is only limited by allowed brake cycles.
• For most motions, an increase of travel time can be utilized to reduce energy consumption.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented an approach to evaluate the relation between energy consumption and travel time. First, an energy modelling approach specifically designed for industrial robots has been introduced and validated at two different test rigs. In constrast to existing models, the presented one provides high (b) Energy saving potential when applying energy-optimal OR with t brk = 0 s Fig. 10 . Detailed depiction of energy-optimal ORs and resulting energy saving potential at t brk = 0 s accuracy with a significantly reduced set of additional parameters. The model was validated for two robots with differing sizes and payloads. In order to produce reliable results for a significantly larger set of motions than in existing publications, a method for automatic trajectory generation has been developed. Hence, the given results are mainly independent of the considered motion. General energy saving potentials were given and possible influences of other parameters (e. g. brake application time) were demonstrated. Future work will focus on experimental validation and implementation on selected industrial production lines. Further, combination of the presented and other optimization approaches (such as optimizing geometrical path and/or robot base positioning) shall be evaluated.
